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**The change and stability of moral discourses and practises of gambling and tobacco smoking in Finland, Sweden and Germany**

The presentation deals with comparative research on two morally-laden consumption phenomena (gambling and tobacco smoking) that have been differently morally (re)-framed in the course of the 20th century and in the 2000s. Whereas the prevalence of tobacco smoking in Western countries has dropped dramatically over the last few decades and tobacco smoking has become a deprecated consumption habit closely linked to lower-educated classes gambling has been tamed, legalized and made acceptable to all the classes and both men and women and gained in popularity. The roles of these two phenomena have changed: gambling has become almost ubiquitous whereas smoking is an object of strict societal reprehension. However, in addition to change, stability of attitudes, discourses, and practices affect historical moral(ities).

The main questions of the presentation are: What have been the cultural, social, and historical places of gambling and tobacco smoking in Finland, Germany and Sweden in the 20th and in the 21st centuries? What kind of a role do class, gender, age, residence or ethnicity play in these processes? The source material consists of a variety of materials ranging from statistics to popular culture products.

The presentation gives a new historical understanding of moral discourses and practices focusing on gambling and tobacco smoking. The idea is to disentangle the historical processes of stabilization, naturalization and re-framing of gambling and tobacco smoking. It also highlights the importance of comparative research in gambling studies.
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